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Abstract: Locke, in order to find a solution for main problems of England- the serious religious conflicts
and inefficacy of government- began inquiry. At that time, he found before any inquiry, it was necessary to
examine our own cognitive faculties and to see their fit objects and how far it can be extend. Locke begins
his inquiry by examining the object of understanding namely the world of ideas. Knowledge consists in the
perception of the agreement or disagreement of any of our ideas. That is, our knowledge extends not beyond
the objects present to our senses. Therefore, our knowledge is so narrow and limited. Now, it is evident how
our knowledge is narrow to spirits and intellectual world that are more remote from our knowledge. We have
no certain information of the existence of other spirits and angels but by revelation. Hence, religious zealots
and fanatics cannot achieve certainty about their belief and they do not have any right to insist on being
certainty of their beliefs and to impose on others. Then, we must tolerate opposed opinion. Thus, Locke
recognized limitation of epistemology as a strong basis for doctrine toleration.
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1.

Introduction

The idea of toleration is an important and current concept in western thought. Toleration “is a policy of
patient forbiddance in the presence of something which is disliked or disapproved of.” 1 That is to say,
accepting what we do not agree with, we approve other people’s behaviors and thoughts against our beliefs
and opinions especially in religious matters and we tolerate them instead of condemning them. The idea
emerged in the sixteenth century through the works of thinkers like Castalion, Lanoue, and Bodin. In the
seventeenth century Spinoza, Milton, and Bayle were significant defenders of toleration. But in scholars’
opinion, toleration receives its most complete defiance in John Locke’s A Letter Concerning Toleration.
Locke systematized existing debates about toleration into a coherent, powerful and principled plea of
toleration.

2.

Necessity of Inquiring Concerning Human understanding

In present article I have discussed Locke’s epistemology and how it is related with the principle of
toleration. According to Locke before we discuss about the principles of morality and revealed religion,2 it is
necessary “to examine our own abilities, and see what objects our understandings were, or were not, fitted to
deal with.”3 Hence, his purpose in An Essay consists inquiring into the original, certainty, and extent of
human knowledge, together with the grounds and degrees of belief, opinion, and assent.
In addition, for Locke, if we can to describe the grounds of people’s contradictory opinions, at this time,
we have the right to infer that “either there is no such thing as truth at all, or that mankind hath no sufficient
means to attain certain knowledge of it.”4
Locke begins his inquiry into human understanding by examining the object of understanding namely the
world of ideas. Idea, for Descartes is a rational thing in general while for Locke entirely sentient. Locke, at
first, attacks to innate ideas and rejects them and works on of his empiricism that it seems the both were two
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sides of one coin and revolutionary.5 Locke clearly felt that the doctrine of innate principles was used by its
advocators “as a pseudo-epistemological device to buttress obscurantism and as an instrument of intellectual
oppression.”6
After criticizing and rejecting innate ideas, he tries to find a proper epistemological foundation for
morality and religion in order to allow and promote religious toleration. Locke finds these bases in
experience.

3.

Epistemology Limitation

According to Locke, the mind is a white paper which at first is “void of all characters and without ideas”
and the mind obtains all the materials of reason and knowledge by means of experience; sensation and
reflection. “Our senses, conversant about particular sensible objects, do convey into the mind several distinct
perceptions of things, according to those various ways wherein those objects do affect them.”7 Therefore
experience is instrument of gaining knowledge and ideas are its objects.
Also, in Locke’s view, knowledge consists in the perception of the agreement or disagreement of our
ideas. There are three degrees of knowledge; intuitive knowledge, demonstrative knowledge, and sensitive
knowledge. The first consists in perceiving agreement or disagreement of two ideas immediately by
themselves without any interference. This kind of knowledge is the clearest and most certain knowledge.8The
second degree of knowledge is where the mind perceives the agreement or disagreement of ideas by the
intervention of other idea (one or more), this is that which we call reasoning. The third degree of knowledge
is sensitive knowledge, that is, perception of the mind about the particular existence of finite beings without
us which going beyond bare probability and yet not reaching perfectly to either of the forgoing degrees of
certainty, passes under the name of knowledge. In each of which, there are different degrees and ways of
evidence and certainty. Whatever comes short of them is not knowledge “but faith or opinion, at least in all
general truths.”9
According to Locke, our knowledge restricts our ideas and perception of agreement or disagreement our
own ideas which is either by intuition or demonstration or sensation.
Consequently, first, our intuitive knowledge is limited and does not include all of our ideas because we can
not “examine and perceive all the relations they have one to another, by juxtaposition or an immediate
comparison one with another.”10
Second, our demonstrative knowledge does not contain all of our ideas.
Because when we examine between two different ideas, we can not always find mediums ideas which
can connect one to another with an intuitive knowledge in all the parts of the deduction; and wherever that
fails, therefore “we come short of knowledge and demonstration.”11
Third, our sensitive knowledge is not reaching further than the existence of things actually present to our
senses.12 After all “our knowledge would never reach to all we might desire to know concerning those ideas
we have; nor be able to surmount all the difficulties, and resolve all the questions that might arise concerning
any of them.”13
Concerning God’s existence, Locke believes in our existence is a clear and infallible proof for being of
God.14But about other things, according to Locke, we have a sensitive knowledge; which extends not beyond
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the objects present to our senses.15 Then, for Locke, Our knowledge is so narrow and limited because of First,
want of ideas. Our ideas do not include whole extent of all beings, “secondly, want of a discoverable
connexion between the ideas we have, thirdly want of tracing and examining our ideas.”16 Therefore, Locke
declares although human may advance in experimental philosophy but “Certainty and demonstration are
things we must not, in these matters, pretend to.”17
Now that it is evident how our knowledge is narrow to the whole extent even of material beings,
obviously whole spirits and intellectual world are yet more remote from our knowledge.18 “Our knowledge
therefore is real only so far as there is conformity between our ideas and the reality of things.”19 And Locke
accepts all simple ideas are really conformed to things and this conformity is sufficient for real knowledge.
Hence, for Locke, there are the few important things that we can know for certain and the most of our
knowledge which leads our life is not certain but probable. The mind, in probable Knowledge that is called
belief, assent, or opinion- takes its ideas to agree or disagree or any proposition to be true or false, without
perceiving demonstrative evidence in the proofs and it presumes to be so before it certainly appears.20 That is
to say, we have an opinion when we admit or receive any proposition for true, upon arguments or proofs that
are found to persuade us to receive it as true, without certain knowledge that it is so.21Opinion has degrees
from “full assurance and confidence, quite down to conjecture, doubt, and distrust.”22 Certain Knowledge
and probable Knowledge are named Knowledge and opinion respectively.
Moreover, Locke distinguishes between the probable propositions we receive of sensible matter of fact,
capable of human testimony such as the propositions of the natural sciences or of what is beyond the
evidence of our senses such as there are angels.23

4.

Human Being’s Knowledge Limitation on Religious Matters

In order to show our knowledge limitation in religious matters and to prevent from abusing of reason and
faith, Locke at first defines reason and faith and then distinguishes their realms. Locke considers reason as a
faculty in man, for distinguishing man from beasts and surpassing them24that deals with both of knowledge
and opinion which discovers certainty in the one, and probability in the other.25
Faith “is the assent to any proposition, not thus made out by the deductions of reason, but upon the credit
of the proposer, as coming from God, in some extraordinary way of communication. This way of discovering
truths to men, we call revelation.” 26 In addition, Locke distinguishes between traditional revelation and
original revelation. He declares “By the one, I mean that first impression which is made immediately by God
on the mind of any man, to which we cannot set any bounds; and by the other, those impressions delivered
over to others in words, and the ordinary ways of conveying our conceptions one to another.”27
In Locke’s view, objects of reason are according to, above, and contrary to reason. According to reason
are propositions whose truth we can discover by examining and tracing those ideas we have from sensation
and reflection; and by natural deduction find to be true or probable. For example “the existence of one God is
according to reason.”28 Above reason are such propositions whose truth or probability we cannot by reason
derive from those principles since they are beyond the discovery of our natural faculties, and above reason.
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They are revealed and the proper matter of faith for example “the resurrection of the dead, above reason.”29
Contrary to reason are such propositions as are inconsistent with or irreconcilable to our clear and distinct
ideas for example the existence of more than one God is contrary to reason.30
The important point, in here, is that Locke asserts nothing can, under the title of revelation “shake or
overrule plain knowledge; or rationally prevail with any man to admit it for true, in a direct contradiction to
the clear evidence of his own understanding.”31 Therefore, Locke rejects such propositions in faith realm
because they are contrary to reason and if we accept doubtful propositions instead of self-evident and certain
propositions it would destroy “the principles and foundations of all knowledge, evidence, and assent
whatsoever; and there would be left no difference between truth and falsehood, no measures of credible and
incredible in the world.”32 For him faith can never convince us of anything that contradicts our knowledge33
because faith is not opposed to reason. 34 Also, man has to use reason even in immediate and original
revelation besides traditional revelation.35Because, according to Locke “matter of faith being only divine
revelation, and nothing else” therefore “without such a revelation, the believing, or not believing, that
proposition, or book, to be of divine authority, can never be matter of faith, but matter of reason.”36
In Locke’s view, every proposition is revealed and our mind cannot judge about its truth by its natural
faculties and notions, it is explicitly matter of faith, and above reason. Also, all propositions which the mind
can come to determine and judge, by using of its natural faculties through its naturally obtained ideas, are
matter of reason. That is to say, we must not urge or assent whatever is contrary to reason as revelational
matters.
Therefore, according to Locke, to be protected the extravagances of delusion and error, “reason must be
our last judge and guide in everything,” that is to say, we must consult reason “and by it examine whether it
be a revelation from God or no: and if reason finds it to be revealed from God, reason then declares for it as
much as for any other truth, and makes it one of her dictates.”37
As a result, Locke asserts since: first our certain knowledge is achieved only of our natural faculties I.e.
senses, second someone can not be have perfect assurance or certain of faith and matters of faith and cannot
achieve certainty about their belief and even cannot appeal to Scriptures as a source for their beliefs,
religious zealots and fanatics have no reason for their claims to special knowledge that contradict ordinary
experience and they do not have any right to insist on being security their beliefs and to impose on others.
Then, it should be better that men do not show prejudice and do not insist others to assent their opinions.
Therefore, here it seems, Locke uses want and absence of security in matters of faith, in other words,
limitation of our knowledge in religious matters as an important premise in his argument for religious
toleration. Locke’s argument is that, since we can not be sure that our religious beliefs and practices are more
correct and pleasing to God than others, we must tolerate opposed opinion.
Thus, Locke prepares speculative grounds of toleration, by examining human understanding and
showing that the reach of certainty is very limited whereas the field of probability is very large in its various
degrees and he finds epistemology as a strong and secure foundation and basis for his view of religious
toleration and thereby for his other political thoughts. In fact, Locke’s the doctrine of toleration connects his
epistemology to his political thought.
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